After Pont-sur-Sambre in 2013,
Florac in 2014, November 2015 in
Bristol was a joyful AGM of our
European network. I want to send a
vote of thanks to the Bristol Stevenson team for their preparations,
their warm welcome, their kindness, humour and enthusiasm. This
meeting was a turning point in the
life of our network because it was
the first AGM since we officially
became a European Cultural Route
of the Council of Europe. We have
the pleasant memory of receiving
the certificate from the Director of
the European Institute of Cultural
Routes, Stefano Dominioni, on behalf of the Council of Europe in the
presence of the Lord Mayor of Bristol. Some pictures in this newsletter
recall the happy occasion, achieved
by the work and commitment of
the members of the network. Now
we have to bring added life to the
Route; supporting the member
countries, developing our trails,
giving the network more visibility
within Europe, securing funding to
ensure its sustainability, building
links with other countries, Switzerland, Germany and Italy. All of the
tasks were outlined in our AGM and
the associated meetings and the
2016 programme will help realise
these aims.

Friday, 20th November 2015 was a special occasion at the network's AGM.
The title of “Council of Europe Cultural Route" was officially awarded to
the European Stevenson network by
Stefano Dominioni, new Director of
the European Institute of Cultural
Routes. Members of the network
were honoured by the presence of
Simon Cook (representing the Mayor
of Bristol) and Clare Campion-Smith,
Lord Mayor of Bristol.

The European Network In the
footsteps of Robert Louis Stevenson is now one of 33 certified
European Cultural Routes.
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Bristol, during and after

Presentation of the “Council of Europe Cultural Route” certificate
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A word
from the
President

More information here!

The network's meetings in 2016
- 1 March: Board of Directors at the Maison de Tourisme des Deux Vallées, ChiryOurscamp (France), in the territory of the Canaux du Nord
- 20-24 June: Participation in the summer school of the Cultural Routes at the
European Youth Center in Strasbourg (France)
- 26-28 October: Participation in the Annual Cultural Routes Advisory Forum in
Vilnius (Lithuania)
- November: Stevenson Month (on all the Stevenson territories)
- 25-27 November: AGM in the territory of Fontainebleau (France)
And many other meetings throughout the network.
#Bristol Region

Members of the Network meet in
Bristol on the 'Treasure Island'
Trail

Michel Legros

The European Stevenson Network connected!
The European network is listed on the website of the European Institute of Cultural Routes, here!
The French Federation of European Cultural Routes, of which the European Stevenson Network is a member, has posted
a map of the Cultural Routes in France. Click here to find out!
More information can be found about our network on our website: www.rlstevenson-europe.org/en/
And you can also follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
#Bristol Region
Discover the Treasure Island Trail in Bristol with the new smartphone application created by the Long
John Silver Trust.
—> Scan it here!
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Close-up on the Network's activities in 2016!

New partners in Belgium!
The association "On the Northern Canals, in the wake of
R.L. Stevenson" is developing its connections with touristic
organisations along the Northern Canals in Belgium!
#Northern Canals region - France
A Stevenson board game!
The association ‘Au fil du temps’ is working on the creation of a board game based on the Stevenson’s voyage
along the Canals. The game will be titled ‘The Aréthuse’,
name of the canoe that Stevenson used for his trip in
1876!
#Cévennes region
The association Sur le chemin de R.L. Stevenson is launching a new study!
The association “Sur le Chemin de R.L. Stevenson” intends
to carry out a new prospective study of the GR®70 trail in
order to evaluate how often the trail is used, to update and
improve the knowledge of public and economic benefits of
the trail.
This study will allow the association, territories, partners
(including local authorities), the Great Hiking Routes network and the European Network understand trends and
optimise development of the Stevenson trail and of the
territories.
More info at: www.chemin-stevenson.org/
#Developing the network
DID YOU KNOW?
Stevenson and Fanny Osbourne stayed in
Hyères on the French Riviera between February 1883 and June 1884. The house where
he stayed is shown the picture. A new book
traces his stay, 'Robert Louis Stevenson in
Hyères' by Jean-Luc Pouliquen. The English
version will soon be available!
Stevenson also stayed in Cologne and Frankfurt. Organisations there are implementing activities on the theme of
"Stevenson".
How far will the network develop?

In May, a member of the
association "R.L. Stevenson
from Barbizon to Grez,"
Pierre Maury, will travel the
hundred or so kilometres
between
Grez-sur-Loing
and Châtillon-sur-Loire with
the aim of creating a new
route
between
these
"Stevenson" territories !
Pierre will visit the inhabitants of the communities
along the route to discuss
the purpose of the walk.
The exhibition "Travels with
R.L. Stevenson" will be presented at a number of locations.
This route could be extended south to connect
with the Stevenson path
from Le Puy-en-Velay, via
central France, by means of
other trails associated with writers (George Sand, Chateaubriant).
More info at: www.stevenson-fontainebleau.fr/
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“Canoëing on the Northern Canals”
The 'Royal Sport Nautique de Bruxelles 1865'
club that welcomed R.L.
Stevenson
when
he
passed by in his canoe
during 'An Inland Voyage'
in 1876, works for the
creation of a new route
which could be used on the water or along the canals from
Antwerp (Belgium) to Jeumont (France)!

#Region of Fontainebleau Forest
In the footsteps of Stevenson between Grez and Châtillon

March 2016 -

#Northern Canals region - Belgium

#Scottish Highlands region
130 years of the novel Kidnapped.
2016 is the 130th anniversary of the publication of
'Kidnapped' in 1886 by R.L. Stevenson.
This book traces the journey of David Balfour in the Scottish Highlands.
The 'Stevenson Way' organisation and the youth project
'Stevenson Adventures', created by Ian Logan, follow the
overland part of Kidnapped's journey. A team of athletes
"#K130" will re-enact the full sea and land journey in June.
For more info: www.kidnapped130.com/
#Robert Louis Stevenson
DID YOU KNOW?
Robert Louis Stevenson wrote 'Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde' in 3
days whilst in bed recovering between 2 bouts of pulmonary haemorrhage, at Bournemouth in 1885.
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